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What does the ITiCSE community think?

How do you feel about large 
language models and generative 

AI in computing education?

Negative, 
pessimistic, 

anxious, etc.

Positive, 
optimistic, 
excited, etc.

I plan to integrate / incorporate 
generative AI tools into my 

computing courses.

No, 
definitely 

not

Yes, 
absolutely
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never be 
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not
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Co-authoring with ChatGPT



LLMs - next token predictors
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Many small problems

2005
Computer Science 

Education, 15(2)

2010
Koli Calling

2022
ACM Transactions on 
Computing Education



Many small problems



… many small answers



🔥 Enter the ApocAIypse 🔥



Eliezer Yudkowsky at Stanford giving a talk on “AI Alignment: Why It's Hard, and Where to Start”

Quotes from Time magazine’s “Pausing AI 
Developments Isn't Enough. We Need to 
Shut it All Down”



“The AI does not love you, nor does it hate 
you, and you are made of atoms it can use 
for something else.”
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“The AI does not love you, nor does it hate 
you, and you are made of atoms it can use 
for something else.”

“Imagine a 10-year-old trying to play chess 
against Stockfish 15.”

“Visualize an entire alien civilization, 
thinking at millions of times human speeds, 
initially confined to computers—in a world 
of creatures that are, from its perspective, 
very stupid and very slow. A sufficiently 
intelligent AI won’t stay confined to 
computers for long.”

Eliezer Yudkowsky at Stanford giving a talk on “AI Alignment: Why It's Hard, and Where to Start”

Quotes from Time magazine’s “Pausing AI 
Developments Isn't Enough. We Need to 
Shut it All Down”
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“Before AI is smarter than us, I think the people 
developing it should be encouraged to put a lot of 
work into understanding how it might try and take 
control away” - Geoffrey Hinton
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“Then I heard the old dude that created AI saying, 
‘This is not safe ’cause the AIs got their own mind and 
these motherfuckers gonna start doing their own shit’” 

- Snoop Dogg
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“Snoop gets it” - Geoffrey Hinton

CHLOE ELLINGSON/Redux

“Before AI is smarter than us, I think the people 
developing it should be encouraged to put a lot of 
work into understanding how it might try and take 
control away” - Geoffrey Hinton

“Then I heard the old dude that created AI saying, 
‘This is not safe ’cause the AIs got their own mind and 
these motherfuckers gonna start doing their own shit’” 

- Snoop Dogg

Snoop Dogg (@SnoopDogg) / Twitter



https://www.theverge.com/2023/4/25/23
697218/ai-generated-spam-fake-user-r
eviews-as-an-ai-language-model



Then (2021, Codex)



The Robots are Here!

Then (2021, Codex) Now (2023, GPT-4)
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“If someone is using it all of the time, then 
they’re not actually processing what’s going 
on, just hitting tab, and they don’t know 
what exactly they’re implementing.”

 “It would make me a worse problem solver 
because I’m relying on it to help me out.”

 “I don’t have to know how to code, it would 
just do it for me.”

Real student quotes













Enter the RenAIssance



It is 2023.

Let’s look back about 40 years…





An apocalypse that never happened.



Programmer’s Friends Through the Decades
2008-20221980s & 90s1960s & 70s

Vivian Cromwell, 
https://www.quantamagaz
ine.org/computer-scientist
-donald-knuth-cant-stop-t
elling-stories-20200416/



Programmer’s Friends 2022-



pair programming 
yesterday 

me & my AI

pAIr programming today



The Rainfall Problem 

Codex, 2021                   

GPT-4, today 



Codex, 2021 GPT-4, today



Changing Programmer Behaviours

CS1 students with no prior exposure to Copilot (2022), observation and interview. 

Novice programmers use Copilot:

● differently to experts
● directly to aid their problem-solving
● for initial guidance on what direction to take 

Observed behaviors aligned with prior work: “exploration” and “acceleration” (Barke et al. Proc. ACM 
Program. Lang. ‘23) and “wrestling” (Bird et al. CACM ‘23).
 
And two novel patterns: 

● “Shepherding” guiding Copilot to generate code. 
● “Drifting” slowly accepting Copilot’s suggestions, possibly playing around with them, but then 

backtracking and deleting the code, only to repeat the cycle from the beginning. 

James Prather, Brent N. Reeves, Paul Denny, Brett A. Becker, Juho Leinonen, Andrew Luxton-Reilly, Garrett Powell, James Finnie-Ansley, and Eddie Antonio Santos. 2023. “It’s Weird 
That it Knows What I Want”: Usability and Interactions with Copilot for Novice Programmers. ACM Transactions on Computer Human Interaction to appear arxiv.org/abs/2304.02491

http://arxiv.org/abs/2304.02491


"The programming barrier is incredibly low."  

"Everyone is a programmer now. You just 
have to say something to the computer."

"We have closed the digital divide."  

– NVIDIA founder and CEO Jensen 
Huang, May 30 @ COMPUTEX 2023



(Some) Opportunities

● Code solutions for learning
○ Exemplar solutions
○ Variety of solutions (Finnie-Ansley et al. ACE 

‘22)
○ Code review of solutions

● Producing learning resources (Sarsa et al. ICER ‘22)
○ Exercise generation
○ Code explanations (Balse et al. ITiCSE ‘23)
○ Illustrative examples

● New pedagogical approaches
○ Explaining algorithmic concepts clearly 

(MacNeil et al. SIGCSE TS ‘23)
○ Alleviating programmer’s writer’s block
○ Overcoming traditional barriers (Leinonen et al. 

SIGCSE TS ‘23)

(Some) Challenges

● Ethical issues (Lau & Guo, ICER ‘23)
○ Academic misconduct
○ Attribution
○ Code reuse and licensing
○ Sustainability

● Bias and bad habits 
○ Appropriateness for beginners (Dakhel et al. 

The Journal of Systems & Software ‘23)
○ Harmful biases
○ Security

● Over-reliance (Prather et al. TOCHI, to appear ‘23)
○ Reinforcing behaviours that impede 

learning (No, says Kazemitabaar et al. CHI 
‘23)

Programming Is Hard - Or at Least It Used to Be: Educational Opportunities and Challenges of AI Code Generation. SIGCSE Technical Symposium 2023. https://doi.org/10.1145/3545945.3569759



2023: AI code generators can improve motivation (Prather et al, TOCHI ‘23, to appear) and… students 
can use them, are more productive with them, and are not over-reliant on them (Kazemitabaar et al. 
CHI ‘23)

Are frustrating, ineffective programming error messages a thing of the past?

What else might be a thing of the past? 

1950s - 2020: Programming error messages are a source of frustration, present substantial difficulty, 
and could be more effective (many, many papers)



AI developer productivity 
benefits could boost 

global GDP by over $1.5 
trillion.

GitHub Copilot has been activated 
by more than one million 

developers and adopted by over 
20,000 organizations

https://github.blog/2023-06-27-the-economic-impact-of-the-ai-powered-developer-lifecycle-and-lessons-from-github-copilot/



Functional Programming

Literate Programming

Assembly Programming

Prompt Programming

Natural Language Programming

Conversational Programming

High Level Programming

Object Oriented Programming

Procedural Programming

Declarative Programming

Imperative Programming

Event-Driven Programming

Logic Programming

Reactive Programming

Genetic Programming

Concurrent Programming

Parallel Programming

Multi-Agent Programming



Not Just Code



Not Just Software



Moving towards the 
future… This technology 

could change: 
how we teach 
what we teach
when we teach

whom we teach.

It seems we are 
starting to move in 
this direction now? 

- Current panic!
- Cheating!!!! 
- How do we assess!?!?Reshape the way 

programming is 
learned, and the 
whole traditional 
computing BSc 

curriculum changes

- This could change who is, and who is not, attracted to computing

- This could be a big agent of change in Broadening Participation in Computing

- This could narrow the computing divide

- We may not be able to control this, but we can influence it



Pretend it is 2050.





An apocalypse that never 
happened?



Back to Enter the Future

Credit: Alamy



SIGCSE-MEMBERS Mailing List (May 11, 2023)

What an eye opener! I asked for code and was given not 
just the method or the class, but the implementation also. 
I then asked for an algorithm and was given the algorithm 
and then the code. Need a recursive method, here it is! 

I'm sure I can find a way to block students' access to 
these tools within the classroom. But my concern is that I 
now find myself on shaky ground with respect to the 
curriculum. What is important? What to stress? 

I'm shocked to hear how good ChatGPT is 
at writing CS1/CS2-exercise level code.  I 
continue to assume (am I right?) that it is a 
*very* long way away from being able to 
even attempt the 3-week programming 
projects I assign in my 400-level class.  
But if ChatGPT tears the heart out of the 
learning process in CS1 and CS2, we're 
going to find, in just a few years, 400-level 
students who got A's in CS1 and CS2, but 
can't write a simple loop, much less write a 
process scheduler or a memory manager.This past semester was the worst ever. ChatGPT is the 

latest twist in what was already a crisis.



Obviously, we need a plan.



Short term future for CS education

The short term future of computing 
education and its associated 
pedagogy is a little clearer than the 
long term future.

In the short term:

● We’ll probably integrate LLMs into 
our courses as tools. 

● Leo Porter and Daniel Zingaro 
have already done this in their 
new book.



Short term future for CS education

David Malan at Harvard is integrating 
LLMs into CS50, using it to:

● Mark student work
● Virtual TA to ask students 

rhetorical questions
● Give human TAs more time for 

office hours

After detailing Malan’s plans for CS50, 
the article on the right then made sure 
to also mention that humanity could 
possibly go extinct by AI.



Short term future for CS ed

We need to educate students about 
using these tools:

● Risks and biases of AI
● Permitted usage
● Academic integrity issues
● Teachers should explicitly tell 

students how they can use LLMs
● Students should acknowledge 

how LLMs were used in each 
assignment.

https://iticse23-generative-ai.github.io/



Long term future for CS education

Human role will shift more toward evaluating code, 
rather than writing it.

We will need fewer people to understand how it’s 
being done, similar to assembly code today.

Matt Welsh argued in CACM (Jan 2023) that 
“programming will be obsolete” and that “We are 
rapidly moving toward a world where the 
fundamental building blocks of computation are 
temperamental, mysterious, adaptive agents.”

We used to have to write loops in database code, 
then SQL statements abstracted it away. Will the 
basic building blocks of code now be abstracted 
away to let us focus on higher order problems?



Last year at ITiCSE

Titus Winters challenged us 
that we’re teaching CS like 
it’s the 1990’s and that 
many of the problems 
students face today are 
nothing like what we 
prepare them for.

So what should we teach 
instead? He proposed a list 
of topics.



Last year at ITiCSE

Perhaps most challenging 
was his slide shown here.

So, what can we teach in 
university education in a 
future dominated by 
LLMs?

Reading code, debugging, 
teamwork, collaboration, 
soft skills, ethics.



Long term future for CS education

Maybe in the long term CS becomes 
less of a science and more of a social 
science?

Instead of algorithms and automata 
theory, maybe we’ll be teaching 
philosophy, sociology, anthropology, 
ethics, communication, and cognitive 
science alongside and as part of 
software development?



Long term future for CS education

CS1 right now:

● Modules on conditionals, loops, nested 
loops, etc. (this is even how we often 
classify problems like “Nifty 
Assignments” - what module would it 
be good for?)

● The meaningful choices are the runtime 
and spatial complexity decisions

CS1 in 20 years might be:

● Modules on distributed applications, 
concurrent systems, and social media

● The meaningful choices are the ethical 
and philosophical solutions you picked

● Maybe we finally make all the changes 
we’ve been talking about making?



Thank you! Questions?


